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Abstract— In programmed face recognition we longing to
either recognize or check at least one people in still or video
pictures of a scene by methods for a put away database of faces.
One of the imperative components of face recognition is its
non-meddlesome and non-contact property that recognizes it
from different biometrics like iris or unique finger impression
recognition that require subjects' participation. The current
development in convolutional neural network (CNN) investigate
has created an assortment of new structures for profound
learning. One interesting new engineering is the bilinear CNN
(B-CNN), which has indicated sensational execution picks up on
certain fine-grained recognition issues.
We apply this new CNN to the testing new face recognition
benchmark, the IARPA Janus Benchmark An (IJB-A). It
highlights faces from an expansive number of personalities in
testing genuine conditions. Since the face pictures were not
distinguished naturally utilizing an electronic face recognition
framework, it doesn't have the inclination characteristic in such
a database. We exhibit the execution of the B-CNN shows
starting from an AlexNet-style arrange pre-prepared on Image
Net. We then show comes about for calibrating utilizing a direct
measured and open outside database. We likewise give comes
about extra adjusting on the constrained preparing information
given by the convention. In each case, the fine-tuned bilinear
model shows substantial improvements over the standard CNN.
Finally, we demonstrate how a standard CNN pre-trained on a
large face database, the recently released VGG-Face model can
be converted into a B-CNN without any additional feature
training.
Index Terms— Face Recognition, Bio-metric Identification,
Convolutional neural network (CNN)

I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is one of the most relevant applications of
image analysis. It’s a true challenge to build an automated
system which equals human ability to recognize faces.
Although humans are quite good identifying known faces, we
are not very skilled when we must deal with a large amount of
unknown faces. The computers, with an almost limitless
memory and computational speed, should overcome human’s
limitations.
Affective state plays a fundamental role in human
interactions, influencing cognition, perception and even
rational decision making. This fact has inspired the research
field of “affective computing” which aims at enabling
computers to recognize, interpret and simulate affects [1].
Such systems can contribute to human computer
communication and to applications such as learning
environment, entertainment, customer service, computer
games, security/surveillance, and educational software as well
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as in safety critical application such as driver monitoring [2].
To make human-computer interaction (HCI) more natural and
friendly, it would be beneficial to give computers the ability to
recognize affects the same way a human does. Since speech
and vision are the primary senses for human expression and
perception, significant research effort has been focused on
developing intelligent systems with audio and video
interfaces.
We introduce comes about for IJB-An utilizing the bilinear
convolutional neural system (B-CNN) of Lin et al. [3] in the
wake of adjusting it to our requirements and rolling out some
minor specialized improvements. Keeping in mind the end
goal to make utilization of pictures from different points of
view, we additionally research a strategy proposed by Su et al.
[4] that pools pictures at the element level, instead of pooling
characterization scores. We take after the open-set 1:N
convention and report both total match trademark (CMC) and
choice blunder exchange off (DET) bends, taking after the
best practice portrayed in the 2014 Face Recognition Vendor
Test [5] and recommended in the IJB-A paper [6].
We report results on a baseline network, a network fine tuned
with a publicly available face database (FaceScrub) and also a
network further fine-tuned using the IJB-A trainset. Since
IJB-A contains multiple images per probe, we explore two
pooling strategies as well. We show that for the fine-tuned
networks, and for both pooling strategies, the B-CNN
architecture always outperforms the alternative, often by a
large margin.
At last, we exhibit how a pre-prepared CNN can be changed
over into a B-CNN with no extra tweaking of the model. The
"VGG-Face" CNN from Parkhi et al. [7] was prepared on a
huge face informational collection which, at the season of
distribution, was not openly accessible. Be that as it may, the
effortlessness of the bilinear design permits the production of
a B-CNN from the pre-prepared CNN engineering without the
requirement for retraining the system.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Firstly discuss some of the representative works for facial
expression recognition and then move our discussion on
existing audio-visual affect recognition approaches to
highlight the challenges lies in the integration of the two
modalities. For an overview of audio only, visual only and
audio-visual affect recognition, readers are encouraged to
study a recent survey by Zeng et al. [7]. Because of the
importance of face in emotion expression and perception,
most of the vision-based affect recognition studies focus on
facial expression analysis. A large amount of existing facial
expression recognizers employ various pattern recognition
approaches and are based on 2D spatiotemporal facial
features: geometric features or appearance based features.
Geometric based approaches track the facial geometry
information over time and classify expressions based on the
deformation offacial feature. Chang et al. [4] defined a set of
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points as the facial contour feature, and an Active Shape
Model (ASM) is learned in a low dimensional space. Lucey et
al. [6] employed Active Appearance Model (AAM)-derived
representation while Valtar, Patras, and Pantic [8] tracked 20
fiducial facial points on raw video using a particle filter.
On the other hand, appearance-based approaches emphasize
on describing the appearance of facial features and their
dynamics. Zhao and Pietikaninen [9] employed the dynamic
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) which is able to extract
information along the time axis. Bartlett et al. used a bank of
Gabor wavelet filter to decompose the facial texture.
The system has been successfully tested on a set of origami
objects. Recognition time is expected to grow only
logarithmically with the number of objects stored. (Xiong,
2010).Dyar. C.R (1994) argued that there are two basic
behaviors that allow reconstruction of a patch around any
point in a reconstruction surface region. These behaviors rely
only on information extracted directly from face images, and
are simple enough to be executed in real time. Global surface
reconstruction can be provably achieved by integrating these
behaviors to iteratively “grow” the reconstructed regions
integrating these behaviors to iteratively “grow” the
reconstructed regions (Dyar. C.R.,1994) (PIter, alet, 2008).
One of the challenging tasks of the visual tracking systems is
to deal with changes in the shape of the mouth caused due to
speech. In order to deal with this situation, Datcu et al. [3]
proposed a data fusion technique where they rely only on the
visual data in the silent phase of the video sequence and the
fused audiovisual data during non-silent segments. The visual
modality during non-silent segments only focused on the
upper half of the facial region to eliminate the effects caused
by changes in the shape of the mouth. However, the result
shows that full face based model performs superior than
partial face. Hence an alternative strategy is requiring filtering
out the influence of phonemes.
An important audio visual fusion scheme which aim at making
use of the correlation between audio and visual data streams
and relaxing the requirement of synchronization of these
streams, is that of model-level fusion. Zeng et al. [10]
presented a Multistream Fused HMM to build an optimal
connection among multiple streams from audio and visual
channels according to the maximum entropy and the
maximum mutual information criterion. Author, however,
considered tightly coupled HMMs. Song et al. [11] proposed
an approach for multimodal emotion recognition which was
specifically focused on temporal analysis of three sets of
features: ‘audio only features’, ‘visual only features’ (upper
half of facial region) and ‘visual speech features’ (lower half
of facial region) using a triple HMM, i.e., one HMM for each
of the information modes. This model was proposed to deal
with state asynchrony of the audio-visual features while
maintaining the original correlation of these features over
time. On the other extreme is the model that allows complete
asynchrony between the streams. This is, however, infeasible
due to the exponential increase in the number of state
combinations possible due to the asynchrony.
The new IARPA Janus Benchmark A (IJB-A) is designed to
satisfy this need. The IJB-Ais presented in a CVPR paper that
describes the database,gives detailed information about
proper protocols for use,and establishes initial baseline results
for the defined protocols[12].
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III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are widely used in
pattern- and image-recognition problems as they have a
number of advantages compared to other techniques. This
white paper covers the basics of CNNs including a description
of the various layers used. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are composed of a hierarchy of units containing a
convolution, pooling and non-linear layer. In recent years
deep CNNs typically consisting of the order of 10 or so such
units and trained on massive labeled datasets such as Image
Net have yielded generic features that are applicable in a
number of recognition tasks ranging from image classification
[12], object detection [13], semantic segmentation [14] to
texture recognition [15].
A CNN consists of one or more convolutional layers, often
with a sub sampling layer, which are followed by one or more
fully connected layers as in a standard neural network. The
design of a CNN is motivated by the discovery of a visual
mechanism, the visual cortex, in the brain. The visual cortex
contains a lot of cells that are responsible for detecting light in
small, overlapping sub-regions of the visual field, which are
called receptive fields. These cells act as local filters over the
input space, and the more complex cells have larger receptive
fields. The convolution layer in a CNN performs the function
that is performed by the cells in the visual cortex [3]. A typical
CNN for recognizing traffic signs is shown in Figure 1. Each
feature of a layer receives inputs from a set of features located
in a small neighborhood in the previous layer called a local
receptive field. With local receptive fields, features can
extract elementary visual features, such as oriented edges,
end-points, corners, etc., which are then combined by the
higher layers. In the traditional model of pattern/image
recognition, a hand-designed feature extractor gathers
relevant information from the input and eliminates irrelevant
variability. The extractor is followed by a trainable classifier,
a standard neural network that classifies feature vectors into
classes.
In a CNN, convolution layers play the role of feature
extractor. But they are not hand designed. Convolution filter
kernel weights are decided on as part of the training process.
Convolutional layers are able to extract the local features
because they restrict the receptive fields of the hidden layers
to be local.

Figure 1: Typical block diagram of a CNN [14]
CNNs are used in variety of areas, including image and
pattern recognition, speech recognition, natural language
processing, and video analysis. There are a number of reasons
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that convolutional neural networks are becoming important.
In traditional models for pattern recognition, feature
extractors are hand designed. In CNNs, the weights of the
convolutional layer being used for feature extraction as well
as the fully connected layer being used for classification are
determined during the training process. The improved
network structures of CNNs lead to savings in memory
requirements and computation complexity requirements and,
at the same time, give better performance for applications
where the input has local correlation (e.g., image and speech).
CNN-based face recognition schema is given first is take a
input face and next step is face detection This requires the
algorithm to locate a single face with a known scale and
orientation [12]. Face detection at frame rate is an impressive
goal that has an apparent application to practical face tracking
and real time face recognition. The input images acquired via
still or video cameras might suffer from noise, bad
illumination or unrealistic color. Therefore, noise removal
might be a necessary block in some cases. Histogram
equalization is the most common method used for image
enhancement when images have illumination variations [4].
Even for images under controlled illumination, histogram
equalization improves the recognition results by flattening the
histogram of pixel intensities of the images. Then CNN
training are allows and after completing all process at last
Face Verification process are doing

Figure 2: General face recognition pipelines
This method proposes a novel approach for recognizing the
human faces. The recognition is done by comparing the
characteristics of the new face to that of known faces. It has
Face localization part, where mouth end point and eyeballs
will be obtained. In feature Extraction, Distance between
eyeballs and mouth end point will be calculated. The
recognition is performed by Neural Network (NN) using Back
Propagation Networks (BPN) and Radial Basis Function
(RBF) networks. Back propagation can train multilayer
feed-forward networks with differentiable transfer functions
to perform function approximation, pattern association, and
pattern classification. The BPN is designed with one input
layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The input layer
consists of six neurons the inputs to this network are feature
vectors derived from the feature extraction method in the
previous section. The network is trained using the right mouth
end point samples. The Back propagation training takes place
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in three stages: Feed forward of input training pattern, back
propagation of the associated error and Weight adjustment.
During feed forward, each input neuron receives an input
value and broadcasts it to each hidden neuron, which in turn
computes the activation and passes it on to each output unit,
which again computes the activation to obtain the net output.
During training, the net output is compared with the target
value and the appropriate error is calculated. From this, the
error factor has been calculated which is used to distribute the
error back to the hidden layer. The weights are updated
accordingly. In a similar manner, the error factor is calculated
for a single unit. After the error factors are obtained, the
weights are updated simultaneously. The output layer
contains one neuron. The result obtained from the output layer
is given as the input to the RBF. RBF uses the gaussian
function for approximation. For approximating the output of
BPN, it is connected with RBF. The Radial Basis Function
neural network is found to be very attractive for the
engineering problems. They have a very compact topology,
universal approximations; their learning speed is very fast
because of their locally tuned neurons. The RBF neural
network has a feed forward architecture with an input layer, a
hidden layer and an output layer. A RBF neural network is
used as recognizer in face recognition system and the inputs to
this network are the results obtained from the BPN. This
neural network model combined with BPN and RBF networks
is developed and the network is trained and tested.
A key advantage is that the bilinear CNN model can be trained
using only image labels without requiring ground-truth
part-annotations. Since the resulting architecture is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), both the networks can be trained
simultaneously by back-propagating the gradients of a
task-specific loss function. This allows us to initialize generic
networks on ImageNet and then fine-tune them on face
images. Instead of having to train a CNN for face recognition
from scratch, which would require both a search for an
optimal architecture and a massive annotated database, we
can use pre-trained networks and adapt them to the task of
face recognition.
When using the symmetric B-CNN (both the networks are
identical), we can think of the bilinear layer being similar to
the quadratic polynomial kernel often used with Support
Vector
Machines
(SVMs).
However,
unlike
a
polynomial-kernel SVM, this bilinear feature is pooled over
all locations in the image and can be trained end-to-end.

IV. DATASET AND PROTOCOLS
The IJB-A face recognition protocol [12] provides three sets
of data for each of its 10 splits. Models can be learned on the
train set, which contains 333 persons with varying number of
images, including video frames, per person. The gallery set
consists of 112 persons. The probe set is comprised of
imagery from 167 persons, 55 of whom are not present in the
gallery (known as “distractors” or “impostors”). It follows the
open-set protocol in its identification task.
The IJB-A benchmark comprises both a one-to-many
recognition task (identification) and a verification task. We
focus in this paper on the identification task. The details of the
identification protocol and reporting of results can be found in
the NIST report by Grother et al. [16]. To evaluate the
performance of a system in correctly matching a probe
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template to its identity (from among the identities present in
the gallery set), the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC)
curve is used. This summarizes the accuracy on probe
templates that have a match among the gallery identities at
various ranks. The rank-1 and rank-5 values are individual
points on this curve, which usually reports recall from ranks 1
to 100.In the open-set protocol, two particular scenarios may
arise as follows: firstly, the “non-match” or “impostor”
templates might be wrongly classified as a gallery identity, if
the classifier score from the one-versus-rest SVM for that
identity is above some threshold (false alarms). Secondly, a
template that is genuinely from among the gallery identities
may be wrongly rejected if all the SVM scores for it are below
some threshold (misses).

It contains 530 persons with 107,818 still images in total.
There are on average 203 images per person. In an additional
experiment, we use this external data to first fine-tune the
networks, before subsequent fine-tuning on the IJB-A train
data. All overlapping identities between the two datasets are
removed from Face-Scrub before training the networks on it.
As some of the download links provided in Face-Scrub were
broken (and after overlap removal) we finally train the
networks on 513 identities, having a total of 89,045 images.
We keep a third of the images in each class as validation sets
and use the rest for training the networks.
V. PROPOSED METHOD
a)
Pre-processing
The bounding boxes provided in the IJB-A metadata were
used to crop out faces from the images. The images are
resized according to the normalization parameters specified in
the architecture details of a particular network (see below).
This resizing does not maintain the aspect ratio.

Figure 3: Data Set Matrix
The Decision Error Trade-off (DET) curve plots false alarm
rate or false positive identification rate (FPIR) and miss rate
or false negative identification rate (FNIR) by varying this
threshold, capturing both of the scenarios mentioned above.
As specified in the IJB-A benchmark, we report FNIR at
FPIR’s of 0.1 and 0.01. The Face Scrub dataset [17] is an
open-access database of face images of actors and actresses
on the web, provided as hyperlinks from where the actual
images can be downloaded.

b)
Network architectures
As a baseline for deep models, we use the Imagenetpretrained
“M-net” model from VGG’s MatConvNet [26]. All results
using this network architecture are hereafter referred to as
“CNN”. We consider the network outputs of the
fully-connected layer after rectification, i.e. layer-19 (‘fc7’ +
‘relu7’) to be used as the face descriptor. An input image is
resized to 224 * 224 following the way the network had been
initially trained on Imagenet, resulting in a 4096- dimensional
feature vector.
We use a symmetric bilinear-CNN model, denoted from now
on as “B-CNN” that has both Network A and Network B set to
the “M-net” model. Similar to the procedure followed in [15],
the bilinear combination is done by taking the rectified
outputs of the last convolutional layer in each network, i.e.
layer-14 (‘conv5’ + ‘relu5’). We chop off both the networks at
layer 14, add the bilinear combination layer, a layer each for
square-root and L2 normalization, and then a soft-max layer
for classification. For this architecture, the image is
up-sampled to be 448 X 448, resulting in a 27 X 27 X 512
output from each network at layer-14 (27 X 27 are the spatial
dimensions of the response map and 512 denotes the number
of CNN filters at that layer).
The bilinear combination results in a 512 X 512 output, and
its vectorization (followed by the normalization layers
mentioned earlier) gives us the final face descriptor.
c)
Network fine-tuning
The models described in this set of experiments were trained
initially for large-scale image classification on the Imagenet
dataset. Fine-tuning the networks for the specific task of face
recognition is expected to significantly boost performance.
We consider three different scenarios with respect to
fine-tuning:
no-ft: No fine-tuning is done. We simply use the
Imagenet-pretrained model without any retraining on face
images as a baseline for our experiments.
FaceScrub: The Imagenet-pretrained network is finetuned on
the FaceScrub dataset by replacing the last layer with a

Figure 4: Data Set (Image Data Example)
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softmax regression and running backpropagation with
dropout regularization of 0.5 for 30 epochs. We begin
fine-tuning with a learning rate of 0.001 for the lower layers
and 0.01 for the last layer and divide them both by 10 if the
validation error rate does not change. The stopping time is
determined when the validation error remains constant even
after learning rate is changed. The B-CNN is similarly
finetuned for 70 epochs on FaceScrub data.
FaceScrub+Train: The FaceScrub data provides a good
initialization for the face identification task to the networks,
following which we fine-tune on the IJB-A train set for 30
epochs in case of the regular CNN and 50 epochs for the
B-CNN. The fine-tuning on FaceScrub gives us a single
model each for CNN and B-CNN. In the current setting, we
take this network and further fine-tune it on each of the train
sets provided in the 10 splits of IJB-A. This setting considers
fine-tuning the network on images that are closer in
appearance to the images it will be tested upon, i.e., the train
set of IJB-A, being drawn from the same pool of imagery as
the probe and gallery sets, is more similar to the test images
than FaceScrub images.
d)
Classifiers and pooling
One-versus-rest linear SVM classifiers are trained on the
gallery set for all our experiments. We do not do any form of
template-pooling at this stage and simply consider each image
or video frame of a person as an individual sample. The
weight vectors of the classifiers are rescaled such that the
median scores of positive and negative samples are +1 and -1.
Since all evaluations on this protocol are to be reported at the
template level, we have the following straightforward
strategies for pooling the media (images and video-frames)
within a template at test time:
Score pooling: We use the max operation to pool the SVM
scores of all the media within a probe template. This is done
after SVM scores are computed for each individual image or
frame that comprises a template.
Feature pooling: The max operator is applied on the features
this time to get a single feature vector for a template. Thus, the
SVM is run only once per probe template.

unknown input face image of the person with other images
belonging to the individual in a database. A similarity metric
is needed to verify the claimed identities. If this metric or
score is more than a specific threshold, the input identity is
approved, otherwise rejected. In our work for sample i, the
total of the votes of the classifiers for class j shows how
similar sample i is to the stored images of class j, therefore this
value can be used as the similarity score. The chance of a
correct acceptance of sample i with claimed identity of class j
increases with more classifiers voting sample i to belong to
class j. this will result in a similarity matrix that describes how
close one test sample is to each class. The size of the similarity
matrix is number of test samples by number of classes.“Min
error” is where the total of false accepts and false rejects is
minimum. Equal error rate is the point where false accepts
ratio (FAR) and false reject ratio (FRR) are equal. Vth can be
selected based on the FAR (False Acceptance Rate) and FRR
(False Recognition Rate) than can be tolerated in the desired
application.
False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
The false acceptance rate, or FAR, is the measure of the
likelihood that the biometric security system will incorrectly
accept an access attempt by an unauthorized user. A system’s
FAR typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false
acceptances divided by the number of identification attempts.

Figure 5 False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
False Recognition Rate
The false recognition rate, or FRR, is the measure of the
likelihood that the biometric security system will incorrectly
reject an access attempt by an authorized user. A system’s
FRR typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false
recognitions divided by the number of identification attempts.

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
We report two main sets of results. The first set of
experiments shows that B-CNNs consistently outperform
standard CNNs when fine-tuned on generic face data and also
when adapted further to the specific data set at hand. The
second set of results, using the pre-trained VGG-Face
network, shows that even in a scenario when such massive
training data is not readily available to the end user, a B-CNN
can be constructed, without further network training that
improves the final accuracy of the network. For both sets of
results, we evaluate the task of open-set identification on this
dataset, also referred to as the “1: N identification task”. We
include the ROC curve plots which summarize the accuracy of
the model.
Face Verification and ROC Analysis
The proposed method is tested as a face
verification/authentication system. Face verification is to
either verify or reject a claimed identity by comparing an
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Figure 6 False Recognition Rate (FRR)
The False Reject Rate (FRR) measures the probability that an
individual who has enrolled into the system is not identified
by the system, It Occurs when the system says that the sample
does not match any of the entries in the gallery, but the sample
in fact does belong to someone in the gallery. The proportion
of genuine or authentic attempts, whose, HD exceeds a given
threshold. The rate at which a matching algorithm incorrectly
fails to determine that a genuine sample matches an enrolled
sample. It is also known as Type-I error.
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FRR can be calculated as:
FRR(n)=
And

FRR=

Where ‘n’ is the total number of enrolments.
A. Result under Our Approach
In our approach, we are using Resnet50 deep neural network
architecture with face alignment, In our approach, we fine
retrieval rate of our model, ROC Curve of AUS=0.9990,
False Acceptance Rate, False Reject Rate respectively show
in figure 7, figure 8, figure 9 and figure 10.

Figure 9 FAR with accuracy=0.99 specificity=0.99
gmean=0.99

Figure 7 Retrieval Rate of Our Model

Figure 10 FRR with accuracy=0.99 specificity=0.99
gmean=0.99
B. Result under VGGNet 16 Fine Tune All Layers
VGGNet 16 is standard deep neural network architecture, we
use this architecture for two ways comparison. Here, we use
first architecture way fine tune all layers.
In VGGNet 16 we find retrieval rate of VGGNet 16 Fine
Tuned all Layers, ROC Curve of AUS=0.7423, False
Acceptance Rate, False Reject Rate respectively show in
figure 11, figure 12, figure 13, figure 14.
Figure 8 ROC Curve (AUC=0.9990)
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Figure 14 FRR with accuracy=0.59
specificity=0.59gmean=0.32
C. Result under VGGNet 16 FT last layers
VGGNet 16 is standard deep neural network architecture; we
use this architecture for two ways comparison. Here, we use
second architecture way fine tune last layers of this network
over our database.
In VGGNet 16 we find retrieval rate of VGGNet 16 Fine
Tuned last Layers, ROC Curve of AUS=0.7059, False
Acceptance Rate, False Reject Rate respectively show in
figure 15, figure 16, figure 17, figure 18

Figure 11 Retrieval Rate of VGGNet 16 Fine Tuned All
Layers

Figure 12 ROC Curve (AUC=0.7423)
Figure 15 Retrieval Rate of VGGNet 16 Fine Tuned last
Layers

Figure 16 ROC Curve (AUC=0.7059)

Figure 13 FAR with accuracy=0.59
specificity=0.59gmean=0.32
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pre-trained models. There are a number of directions to
continue exploring these models:
 Re-training the entire model using an objective similar to
the Multi-view CNN objective in which the parameters of
the network are learned under the assumption that the
max will be taken across the multiple images in a
template.
 Using datasets much larger than Face-Scrub, such as the
CASIA Web-Face (with 10,000 identities and
half-a-million images) to train the network, should
further improve the performance.
 Training a very deep architecture from scratch on a
sufficiently large face dataset, instead of fine-tuning
pre-trained networks.
We believe the success of the B-CNN relative to non-bilinear
architectures makes them a sensible starting point for a wide
variety of continued experiments.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Automatic analysis of human affective behavior has been
extensively studied in past several decades. Face expression
recognition systems, in particular, have matured to a level
where automatic detection of small number of expressions in
posed and controlled displays can be done with reasonably
high accuracy. Detecting these expressions in less constrained
settings during spontaneous behavior, however, is still a
challenging problem. In recent years, increasing number of
efforts has been made to collect spontaneous behavior data in
multiple modalities. The research shift towards this direction
suggests utilizing the multimodal data analysis approaches.
CNN architectures that have succeeded on other fine-grained
recognition problems also do well at face identification, both
after fine-tuning and also as a simple modification to
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